
 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

DINNER ENTERTAINERS   

No matter the theme of your event, we have a myriad of entertainers and 
characters that will add that an extra “wow” to your evening! 
 

TABLE MAGICIANS 
If your evening includes dinner, our magician moves from table to table entertaining your 
guests with astounding close-up magic.  They provide an unforgettable evening of close-up 
magical illusions whilst circulating amongst your guests from pre-dinner drinks, through the 
meal and on to coffee afterwards. 
 

CARICATURISTS 
Our professional caricaturist circulates around the venue chatting with your guests as he 
draws their caricatures. Guests then take away the personalised piece as a memento of the 
evening. 
 

SILHOUETTISTS 
Astounding likenesses cut out with scissors ... in about 60 seconds! Armed with no more than 
a long pair of scissors and a winning smile, our silhouettist will descend on your guests “cutting 
heads” as they go! The resulting silhouettes are beautiful, highly nostalgic and (usually!) 
flattering. Professionally mounted, they make a souvenir of your event, which your guests will 
treasure for many years. 
 

CONTORTIONIST / ACROBATS 
Perfect entertainment performed as your guests arrive. Contortionist’s can circulate amongst 
your guests with other entertainers. 
 

LOOK-A-LIKES 
Hollywood Legend look-a-likes mingling amongst your guests create a lasting impression. Not 
quite the originals, but almost as good. A selection of Hollywood greats are available to grace 
your evening with their unmistakable presence. 
 

BALLOON MODELLERS 
Perfect entertainment for all ages. Do you want a dog or a plane? The world is your oyster in 
this fabulously fun activity. You will be amazed at the complexity of the balloon creations as 
your entertainer produces masterpieces before your very eyes. As an added bonus guests 
also get to take the gifts home! 
 

MIND READERS 
Ideal for parties and corporate events and in an intimate style of performance, our mind reader 
will astound your guests by reaching the innermost depths of their minds and revealing their 
thoughts. Imagine a stranger telling you the exact time your child was born just using the 
power of the mind… 
 

 

 
 



 

  

  

DINNER ENTERTAINERS   

 

ORIGAMI ARTISTS 
Our Origami artist will mingle with your guests through pre-dinner drinks and dinner, 
demonstrating the ancient oriental art of origami - folding coloured paper into fantastic objects 
and animals with neither cutting nor gluing. This is a fascinating skill to watch and your guests 
will have the added benefit of taking away beautiful keepsakes to enjoy! 
 

JUGGLERS 
Juggling shows can last from a ten-minute highly technical visual experience to a full forty-
minute comedy juggling show including a fire finale. Our jugglers include fire specialists and 
acrobats plus we have specialists in ‘glow’ juggling for evening and nighttime events. 
 

STILT WALKERS 
From traditional stripy trousered juggling stilt walkers to policemen and lobsters, we can 
provide a stilt walker to your taste. Both solo stilt walkers and troupes are available for your 
event with a variety of skills. 
 

TAROT CARD READERS 
Do you ever wonder what the future holds for you? Our Tarot Card Readers will take you into 
a world of wonder with their incredible powers. This provides informal fun for all your guests 
and a talking point for the evening. 
 

GRAPHOLOGISTS 
Graphology is the study of character through handwriting and is used by police forces 
worldwide in their fight against crime. What does your handwriting say about you? Don’t worry 
your secret is safe with us! 
 

DIGITAL PAPARAZZI 
With their exploding flashlights and clicking cameras our portable paparazzi decked in full-
length trench coats will make your guests feel truly untouchable at the start of your evening. 
When you book the paparazzi photographers you can give your guests the star treatment as 
they arrive for an event. 
 

LIVING TABLES AND CHAMPAGNE SKIRTS 
Living tables and champagne skirts make a unique centre piece at any event, the tables will 
entertain in the character of your choice, create an exciting buzz and meet and greet your 
guests on arrival with their first cocktail or appetizer of the evening. 
 

CHOCOLATE OR CHAMPAGNE FOUNTAIN 
Chocolate & Champagne fountains are a wonderfully indulgent way to treat your guests. As 
one of the most luxurious and divine ways to enjoy champagne and chocolate, a fountain 
oozes indulgence and they look absolutely stunning at any event. 
 



 

DINNER ENTERTAINERS   

SINGING WAITERS 
Singing Waiters are a wonderful way to uplift a party and leave everyone on a high note. 
Starring three of the industries top leading men Tenors Incognito in a thrilling show of opera 
singing waiters, tailor-made for your event. From the hilarious reveal of the tenor singers from 
incognito characters to the stunning finale. 
 

FIRE PERFORMERS 
As a headline or support act you cannot beat the impact of a choreographed fire performance. 
Skilled fire artists will perform a fire show that is guaranteed to dazzle your audience.  Free 
style performances provide a lively and energetic source of entertainment, with skilled artists 
performing to the music of your choice. 
 

LED GLOW PERFORMERS 
Entertainment with a unique aesthetic, our glow performance is stunning to behold, and makes 
a wonderful alternative to fire. Glow performance is versatile, as well as captivating, and can 
be adapted to suit any event. A great atmospheric backdrop, freestyle glow performance adds 
ambient movement, light and colour to a space, and is something onlookers can enjoy for as 
long as they wish. 
 

BELLY DANCERS 
Our belly dancer can perform a show that will consist of a veil entrance leading into a typical 
upbeat belly dance show followed by audience participation allowing the audience to get up 
and join in if they wish; this is of course done tastefully! This fabulous show can last for around 
15 to 30 minutes depending on your requirements. 
 
SOMETHING EXTRA…… 
 

ICE SCULPTURES / VODKA LUGES 
Ice sculptures are carved to last for the average length of an event- around 6 hours in good 
condition. We can carve many images into an ice sculpture including corporate logos. 
 

Ice luges are extremely popular, an Ice Luge is ice sculpture with a chute drilled or carved 
into the ice, down which you can pour your favourite tipple. Ice luges are a massive party 
draw. 
 

There are so many entertainers to choose from so please ask if there is a 
specific entertainer you would like to consider that we haven’t listed! 
 
 

 

 
 


